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We show that there are certain restrictions on the entries of the maps in the
minimal free resolutions of finitely generated modules of infinite projective dimen-
sion over Noetherian local rings. These restrictions provide a way to slightly
improve Herzog's characterization of modules of finite projective and injective
dimensions in characteristic p ) 0. We also discuss other homological situations
related to these restrictions, including previously known results on the existence of
free summands in syzygy modules. Q 1998 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
 .Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring. We prove that there is an integer
 .t s t A G 1 such that for each finitely generated A-module M of infinite
projective dimension, the ideal generated by the entries of the map w isi
t not contained in m for all i ) 1 q depth A i ) depth A if A is
.Cohen]Macaulay , where
w wjq1 jn n n n6 6 6 6 6 6jq 1 j jy1 0F , w : ??? A A A ??? A 0 .v v
 . is a minimal free resolution of M. See Theorem 1.7 for a more detailed
w x w xstatement. Also see EG , and Wan for stronger results under some
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additional assumptions in terms of the annihilator of M or the Jacobian
.ideal. This restriction immediately implies that any ring with a flat
 . 2endomorphism w such that w m : m is a regular local ring because one
can apply w t-times to a minimal resolution of a finitely generated module
2 t t to force all the entries of the maps in m : m . Hence A cannot have a
.finitely generated module of infinite projective dimension. In char p ) 0
 .this is a well known result of Kunz see Corollary 2.8 . Our result contrasts
with the fact that there are modules such that the entries of the maps in
their minimal resolutions are in arbitrarily high power of m up to depth
 . tA, e.g., Ar x , where x is a maximal regular sequence in m , t 4 0, or
start with any module of finite projective dimension over a ring of
characteristic p ) 0 and apply the Frobenius map repeatedly so that the
t  w xentries of the maps in the resulting resolution are in m , t 4 0 see PS or
 .. Remark 2.7 ii . We don't know of any such examples of infinite projective
.dimension.
 .In Section 1 we establish a result Proposition 1.2 which is the basis of
everything we discuss in this paper. The first author found the idea from
w x w xB but similar reasonings were implicit in He, Lemma 3.2 , and also in
w x w xHo which is explained, in a slightly generalized form, in Ko using2 2
Theorem 1.7. We define new invariants of A suggested by Proposition 1.2,
 .and state our main result Theorem 1.8 using these invariants. We also
show that there are similar restrictions in the maps in a minimal injective
resolution of a finitely generated A-module of infinite injective dimension.
In Section 2 we discuss consequences of the results in Section 1. The
first one deals with results of Dutta and Eisenbud on free summands of
 .syzygy modules. The second situation deals with a local ring A, m with
 . 2``Frobenius-like'' endomorphism w such that w m : m . We extend
results of Kunz and Herzog in characteristic p ) 0 to rings with such
endomorphisms. The last discussion deals with the rigidity and depth
sensitivity of a Koszul complex, which we regard as those of certain Ext
i   . .modules. We ask if Ext Ar x , M has a rigidity property when x is aA
system of parameters and M is a finitely generated A-module. This
question came from an equivalent form of the Canonical Element Conjec-
ture pointed out by Paul Roberts. We have included an appendix with a
proof of this equivalence for the sake of completeness, and also due to the
lack of suitable references. We thank Paul Roberts for permitting us to
do so.
Our discussion is over Noetherian local rings so that finitely generated
 .  .modules have unique minimal free resolutions. When A s [ A isnng Z
a Z-graded Noetherian ring with a unique maximal homogeneous ideal,
w xwhich is called H-local in GW , finitely generated graded modules have
 .  .unique minimal graded free resolutions. The condition for an H-local
ring is equivalent to the fact that A is Noetherian local and A is a finitely0
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 w x.generated A -algebra see, for example, Ko , Fact 1.7 . Most of the0 1
results in this paper carry over to H-local rings with appropriate modifica-
 .tions, but we will restrict them to N-graded H-local rings A, m so that
the unique maximal homogeneous ideal m is a maximal ideal. This will
make it easier to deal with the injective hull of Arm, the local cohomol-
ogy modules with support in m , and the completion with respect to m. We
w xwill use the term ``generalized local rings'' which is the name given in E2
for N-graded Noetherian H-local rings. Over generalized local rings, we
work in a category of graded modules where morphisms are of degree 0.
The results about projective resolution over local rings easily carry over to
 .the graded case as free modules and their shifts are projective objects in
the graded category. We recall one slight difference in the graded case
 w x .see C or Fact 1.10 : if the projective dimension of Arm is finite, then
A is a regular local ring and A is a polynomial ring over A . We note that0 0
w xA of a regular Z-graded ring A s [ A need not be regular Wat .0 nng Z
More care has to be made in dealing with injective resolutions because not
all injective objects in the graded category are injective modules. However,
we will mostly deal with the injective hull of Arm which is an injective
A-module. We will make remarks at the end of each section showing that
all our results, with appropriate modifications, are valid over generalized
local rings.
All rings we consider in this paper are commutative, Noetherian with
identity, and all modules unital.
 .We thank the referee for providing the correct condition a in Lem-
ma 2.3.
1. RESTRICTIONS FROM VANISHING OF Tor AND Ext
In this section we establish a result that provides ways to understand a
few homological properties in a straightforward manner. The technical
parts are established in Proposition 1.2, but the statement formulated in
Theorem 1.8 is the one that is more convenient to use. We first define:
 .DEFINITION 1.1. Let M be a module over a local ring A, m . We
 .define s M by
s M [ inf t G 1 : Soc M o m tM , 4 .  .
 .  .  .where Soc M [ Hom Arm, M denotes the socle of M. If Soc M :
t  .  . `m M, for all t G 1, e.g., Soc M s 0, then we set s M [ ` and m s 0.
We regard an element of a free module At as a row vector so that an
A-linear map f : Am ª An is represented by a matrix of size m by n.
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 .PROPOSITION 1.2. Let A, m be a local ring. Let
w wjq1 jn n n n6 6 6 6 6 6jq 1 j jy1 0F , w : ??? A A A ??? A 0 .v v
denote a minimal free resolution of a finitely generated A-module M. Let i ) 0
be an integer which is less than proj dim M.
 . A .i If N is an A-module of depth 0 such that Tor M, N s 0, theni
each column of w contains an element outside m sN ..iq1
 . i  .ii If T is an A-module of depth 0 such that Ext M, T s 0, thenA
each row of w contains an element outside m sT ..i
 . A .Proof. i Since Tor M, N s 0,i
w wiq1 in n n6 6 6 6iq1 i iy1F m N : ??? N N N ???v A
is exact in the middle. For 1 F k F n , let e denote the kth standard basisi k
ni  . nivector of A . Let Soc N e denote the submodule of N defined byk
Soc N e [ 0, . . . , 0, a,0, . . . , 0 ; .  .k
:a is the k th component and a g Soc N . .
 .Since F is a minimal resolution, Soc N e : Ker w s Im w . Hencev k i iq1
Soc N e ( Soc N : w iq1N q w iq1N q ??? qw iq1 N , .  .k 1k 2 k n kiq1
 iq1 iq1 . t  .where w , . . . , w is the k th column of w . Since Soc N o1k n k iq1iq1sN .  .  .m N by definition of s N , the conclusion of i follows.
 . i  .ii Since Ext M, T s 0,A
w t w ti iq1n n n6 6 6 6iy1 i iq1Hom F , T : ??? T T T ??? .vA
 .is exact in the middle. As in i we conclude that each column of
 . sT .  .Hom w , A contains an element outside m . Since Hom w , A is thei i
 .transpose of w , ii follows.i
Remark 1.3. Proposition 1.2 holds only for minimal resolutions. Indeed,
let
w wj jy1n n n n6 6 6 6 6 6j jy1 jy2 0F : ??? A A A ??? A 0v
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be a minimal resolution of M and j G 2 q depth A. Then
wX wj jy1X n n n n6 6 6 6 6 6j jy1 jy2 0F : ??? A A A ??? A 0v
[ [
1 6A A
X w xis also a free resolution of M. But w is of the form w N 0 , i.e., the lastj j
column of wX is contained in m t for all t G 1.j
 .Let M and F , w be as in Proposition 1.2. Assume that proj dim M sv v
`. Let N be a finitely generated A-module such that proj dim N s
 .depth A, e.g., Ar x , where x is a maximal A-sequence. Since depth N s 0
 . by the Auslander]Buchsbaum formula, s N is finite by the Krull Inter-
.  .section Theorem . Hence Proposition 1.2 i imposes restrictions on the
columns of w for all i ) 1 q depth A.i
Suppose that A is Cohen]Macaulay. Let T be a finitely generated
  .A-module such that inj dim T - ` and depth T s 0, e.g., Hom Ar x ,A
 ..  .  .E Arm , where E Arm is the injective hull of Arm. Since s T isA A
 .finite, Proposition 1.2 ii imposes restrictions on the rows of w for alli
i ) inj dim T s depth A.
 .We recall the Bass Conjecture which asserts that if a local ring A, m
has a finitely generated module of finite injective dimension, then A is
w xCohen]Macaulay. This conjecture was proven by Peskine and Szpiro PS
w xfor local rings essentially of finite type over a field, and by Hochster Ho1
for local rings containing a field, and was finally settled by P. Roberts
w xRob for the remaining cases.3
We define the following invariants suggested by Proposition 1.2:
 .DEFINITION 1.4. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring. We first define
 .  .col M and row M for a finitely generated A-module M. If proj dim M
 . w  .x- `, we define col M resp. row M [ 1. If proj dim M s `, we define
 . w  .xcol M resp. row M to be the smallest c such that for each i ) 1 q
w x w xdepth A resp. i ) depth A , each column resp. row of w contains ani
c  .element outside m , where F , w is a minimal resolution of M. We nowv v
define
 . w  .x   . w  .xcol A resp. row A [ sup col M resp. row M : M is a finitely
4generated A-module , and
 .   . 4fpd A [ inf s N : N is finitely generated and proj dim N - ` .A
If A is Cohen]Macaulay, we define
 .   . 4fid A [ inf s T : T is finitely generated and inj dim T - ` .A
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We record an easy consequence of Proposition 1.2 concerning the
invariants we just defined:
 .PROPOSITION 1.5. Let A, m be a local Noetherian ring.
 .  .  .i 1 F col A F fpd A - `.
 .ii If A has a finitely generated module of finite injecti¨ e dimension,
 .  .then 1 F row A F fid A - `.
 .  .  .iii A is a regular local ring if and only if all in¨ariants in i and ii
are 1.
 .  .Proof. Parts i and ii follow from Proposition 1.2 and Definition 1.4.
 .  .  .For iii we note that fpd A s fid A s 1 if A is regular local, and every
 .finitely generated A-module is of finite projective dimension if col A s 1
 .or row A s 1.
 .  .Remark 1.6. i The condition in Proposition 1.5 ii is the same as
Cohen]Macaulayness by the Bass conjecture, but we used the expression
 .in Proposition 1.5 ii to emphasize the role of such a module. If A contains
 .a field and of depth - d s dim A, then row A is infinite for the following
reason: Let x be a system of parameters. It follows from the Canonical
 .Element Conjecture see Fact in the Appendix that for each t G 1, the
 t.dth map of the minimal resolution of Ar x contains a row all of whose
entries are in m t.
 . ii Let x be a maximal A-sequence. If W is an A-module neces-
.sarily infinitely generated of flat dimension - depth A, then Soc W :
  . . A   . .Hom Ar x , W s 0 because Tor Ar x , W s 0. If Q is an A-A depth A
module such that its injective dimension is less than depth A, then
 .  .s Q s ` by Proposition 1.2 ii and the fact that for each t G 1, the Koszul
 t .  t.complex K x ; A is a minimal resolution of Ar x of length ) inj dim Qv
 t . tsuch that all the entries of every map in K x ; A are in m . Thesev
modules are Matlis dual to each other because of the isomorphism
i  k.  A ..k  .k   ..Ext M, N ( Tor M, N , where y [ Hom y, E Arm .A i A A
ht I .For an example of such Q one may take H A , where I is an ideal of aI
j .Gorenstein ring A such that H A s 0 for all j / ht I. It is shown inI
w x ht I .HK that the injective dimension of H A is dim A y ht I - dim A2 I
s depth A.
We now state a theorem we will refer to most often:
 .THEOREM 1.7. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring. Let
w wjq1 jn n n n6 6 6 6 6 6jq 1 j jy1 0F , w : ??? A A A ??? A 0 .v v
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be a minimal resolution of a finitely generated A-module M of infinite
projecti¨ e dimension.
 .i For all i ) 1 q depth A, each column of w contains an elementi
outside m col A..
 .ii If A has a finitely generated module of finite injecti¨ e dimension,
then for all i ) depth A, each row of w contains an element outside m row A..i
Proof. This theorem follows immediately from Proposition 1.2 and
Definition 1.4.
 .Remark 1.8. Theorem 1.7 ii provides a direct way to see why the
 .Canonical Element Conjecture see the Appendix implies the Bass Con-
jecture. Let d s dim A. If A has a finitely generated module M such that
the dth map of its minimal resolution has a row consisting of elements in
row A.  .  .m , then d F depth A hence Cohen]Macaulay by Theorem 1.7 ii .
 .The Canonical Element Conjecture asserts that Ar x is one such module
if x is a system of parameters chosen from m row A..
Ã .  .  .Let A, m be the completion of A, m and E s E Arm . SinceÃ A
Ã .Hom E, E ( A, one may attempt to work with invariants arising fromA
the entries in the H 0 -part of infinite injective resolutions. These seemm
more difficult to control since injective resolutions may involve injective
modules different from E. However, the vanishing of high degree local
cohomology modules provides some information on the entries of the
maps in the H 0 -part of infinite injective resolutions.m
Ã .  .COROLLARY 1.9. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring and A, m itsÃ
completion. Let
d 0 d jv v 0 1 j jq16 6 6 6 6 6I , d : 0 I I ??? I I ??? .
denote a minimal injecti¨ e resolution of a finitely generated A-module M of
infinite injecti¨ e dimension.
 . 0 i.i For each i ) 1 q depth A q dim M, each row of H d containskÃcol A.an element outside m .Ã
 .ii If A has a finitely generated module of finite injecti¨ e dimension,
0 i.then for each i ) depth A q dim M, each column of H d contains anmÃrow A.element outside m .Ã
i  .  0  v..Proof. Since H M s 0 for all i ) dim M s d, H I is am m iG dq1
0 dq1.minimal injective resolution of an Artinian module Ker H d . Apply-m
  ..ing Hom y, E Arm , we get a minimal resolution of a finitely gener-A A
Ã 0 dq1  .  ..ated A-module Hom Ker H d , E Arm . Now the conclusions fol-m A
low from Theorem 1.7.
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We close this section with remarks concerning the graded case. We refer
w x w x w x  .the reader to GW , FF , F for details. Let A, m be a generalized local
ring, i.e., A s [ A be an N-graded Noetherian ring such thatnnG 0
 .  .A , m is Noetherian local and m s m [ [ A is the unique0 0 0 nn) 0
 .homogeneous maximal ideal. Let M A denote the category of allH
 .Z-graded A-modules. Z-graded to include injective objects. Since m is a
maximal ideal, the completion of A with respect to m is isomorphic to the
completion of A with respect to m A . Since the projective objects inm m
 .   . 4M A are the direct sums of the shifts A n : n g Z of A, gradedH
resolutions and Tor's behave exactly the same way as in the local case. All
the results about projective resolutions and Tor's are valid in the category
 .M A . One slight difference in the graded case is the following wellH
known fact whose sketchy proof is included for the reader's convenience:
 .FACT 1.10. Let A, m be a generalized local ring. If proj dim Arm -A
`, then A is regular local and A is a polynomial ring o¨er A .0 0
Proof. Since every homogeneous ideal is of finite projective dimension,
every nonzero homogeneous element of A is A-regular. If x is aq
2 whomogeneous element in A y m , proj dim Arm - ` by S, Propo-q A r x A
x  .  .sition 1 or by arguing directly . Hence A s x , . . . , x is a completeq 1 t
 .intersection and A s Ar x , . . . , x is a regular local ring. Since A is0 1 t
w xgenerated over A by A , A is a polynomial ring A x , . . . , x for0 q 0 1 t
dimension reasons.
 .The behavior of injective objects in the category M A is parallel toH
 .that over local rings. Not all injective objects in M A are injectiveH
 .  .A-modules, but the injective hull E Arm of Arm in M A is isomor-A H
 .  .  .phic to E Arm as A-modules. For M and N in M A , Hom M, NAA H
  ..is defined to be [ Hom M, N n . The derived functor ofAng Z
 . i  .Hom y, y will be denoted by Ext y, y . Since A is Noetherian,A A
i  . i  .Ext M, N s Ext M, N if M is finitely generated. For i G 0 and for aAA
graded A-module M, the graded local cohomology module is defined to be
i  . i  t . tH M [ lim Ext Arm , M . Since Arm is finitely generated,m ª Ati  . i  .H M s H M as A-modules.m m
We define inj dim M to be the injective dimension of M in theA
 .category M A . The reason for the following fact is the same as the localH
case, but we outline the proof for completeness.
FACT 1.11. Let T be a finitely generated A-module such that inj dim T -A
`. Then inj dim T s depth A.A m
Proof. Let t s depth A. If x is a maximal A-sequence of homoge-m
i   . .neous elements, Ext Ar x , T / 0. Hence inj dim T G t. For the otherAA
inequality, we may assume that depth T s 0, because inj dim TAm
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w xG inj dim TrxT whenever x is T-regular. Now by PS, Theorem 4.10 ,A
i   . .Ext E Arm , T is a finitely generated A-module whose projectiveAA
dimension is inj dim T. Hence we have the other inequality.A
We record a graded version of the Bass Conjecture. We define H-dim A
to be the biggest t such that there is a chain of homogeneous prime ideals
p ; p ; ??? ; p . As in the local case, depth A F H-dim A.0 1 t m
 .COROLLARY 1.12. If a generalized local ring A, m has a finitely gener-
ated graded module T such that inj dim T - `, then depth A s H-dim A.A m
i  . i  .Proof. Since Ext Arm, T ( Ext Arm, T is a vector space overAA
i  . i  .Arm, Ext Arm, T ( Ext Arm, T m A s 0 if and only ifA m A mmi  .Ext Arm, T s 0. Hence inj dim T s inj dim T - ` and depth AAA A m mm
s dim A by the Bass Conjecture for local ring A . Now the conclusionm m
follows by the inequalities:
H-dim A F dim A s depth A s inj dim Tm m A mm
s inj dim T s depth A.A m
The discussion above on the graded situation shows that the usual tools
and facts needed for all the results in this section can be modified to yield
corresponding results over generalized local rings.
2. SOME CONSEQUENCES
In this section we discuss homological situations where the results in
Section 1 are relevant. The first one deals with free summands of the
syzygy modules.
i .Notation 2.1. Let syz M denote the ith syzygy in the minimal resolu-
tion of M, i.e., if
w wiq1 i6 6 6 6 6 6F : ??? F F F ??? F 0v iq1 i iy1 0
i .is a minimal resolution of M, then syz M s Im w .i
The following observation, which corresponds to changing generators of
i .  .syz M , relates Theorem 1.7 i and the free summands of syzygy modules:
i .syz M has a free summand if and only if w has a column of zerosiq1
after a suitable change of bases of F .i
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 .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring and M a finitely
generated A-module.
 .  w x . i .i See E . If proj dim M s ` and i ) depth A, then syz M1
has no free summands.
 .  w x . i .ii See D . If i - depth A, then syz M has no free sum-1 Ann M
i .mands. In particular if M is of finite length, then syz M has no free
summands for all i - depth A.
 .  w x . i .iii See D . A is regular if and only if syz Arm has a free1
summand for some i.
 .Proof. Let F , w be a minimal resolution of M.v v
 . i .i Suppose that syz M has a free summand. By the above re-
mark, we may assume that w has a column of zeros. Since i q 1 F 1 qiq1
 .depth A by Theorem 1.7 i .
 . i  .ii Let q s depth A. Since Ext M, A s 0 for all i - q,Ann M A
  .. t  . tHom F , A is a minimal resolution of Coker w , where yv 0 F iF q q
denotes the transpose. Hence w t cannot have any row of zeros for i F q.i
 .iii The necessity is clear as the Kozsul complex of the regular
system of parameters is a minimal resolution of Arm. For sufficiency
i .  .suppose that A is not regular and syz Arm has a free summand. By i
 .and ii , i s depth A. Choose a maximal A-sequence x s x , . . . , x such1 i
that their imaages in mrm 2 are linearly independent over Arm. Since A
 .is not regular, we can choose y g m y x , . . . , x such that Arm ( Ay1 i
 . iq1  .; Ar x . By Lemma 2.3 below, syz Ar y, x has a free summand. This
 .contradicts i because i s depth A.
 .  .Recall that if a : F , w ª G , c is a map of complexes, then itsv v v v
  ..  .mapping cone M a is defined to be a complex such that M a sv v iq1
G [ F andiq1 i
c 0iq1C s .iq1 a yw /i i
There is a long exact sequence of homologies,
6 6 6 6 6
??? H G H M a H F H G ??? , .  .  .  . .v v v v vi i iy1 iy1
where the connecting homomorphisms are induced by a .v
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 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring. Let y * denote
 . 2  .y m Arm . A minimal free complex F , d is said to satisfy thev vA
 . U Ucondition a if Ker d s m F , for all i ) 0.i i
 .i If x s x , . . . , x is a sequence of elements such that their images in1 t
2  .mrm are linearly independent o¨er Arm, then the Koszul complex K x; Av
 .satisfies the condition a .
 .ii Let M be a finitely generated A-module such that its minimal
 .  . i .resolution F , w satisfies the condition a . If syz N has a free summandv v
iq1 .for some submodule N ; m M, then syz MrN also has a free summand.
 .Proof. i The conclusion follows from the assumption on x and the
fact that
d n y 1 0 .id n s , .i  /x I yd n y 1 .n iy1
 .where d n denotes the ith differential map of the Koszul complexi
 .K x , . . . , x ; A .1 n
 .  .ii Let G , d be a minimal resolution of N. Let l denote thev v v
lifting of the inclusion map N ª M. Since G is minimal and N : m M,v
 .  . U U U   ..l (d * s w ( l * s 0. Hence Im l ; Ker d s m F by a and0 1 1 1 1 1 1
l is minimal. Using induction, with the same reasoning, one can easily1
check that the maps l are minimal for all i G 0. Hence the mapping conei
  . .M l , C of l is a minimal resolution of MrN by the long exactv v v v
sequence stated above. Since the map
w 0iq2
C siq2  /l ydiq1 iq1
and d has a column of zeros, C also has a column of zeros.iq1 iq2
 .Remark 2.4. Let A, m be a local ring of dimension d and of depth
w xt - d. Let M be an A-module of finite length. It was shown in D that1
 . t  .i if t - d y 1, then syz M cannot have a free summand; and ii if t s
d y 1, then syz t M cannot have a free summand if and only if the
Canonical Element Conjecture holds for A.
 .The second application of Theorem 1.7 deals with local rings A, m
 . 2with an endomorphism w such that w m : m . This assumption forces
 .the ring to contain a field because w k s k for all integer k. The main
example of such rings are the rings of positive prime characteristic p and
the polynomial or power series rings over a field K. Other examples
include the subrings of the polynomial rings generated over K by the
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monomials, and the factor rings of those by monomial ideals. The use of w
in characteristic 0 in place of the Frobenius map is not as powerful
because w may not localize in general. However, some of the properties in
positive characteristics can be extended to these rings. We first recall some
of the basic facts about change of rings that are mostly used for Frobenius
maps. We include sketchy proofs for completeness.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let w : A ª B be a ring homomorphism of Noetherian
 .rings not necessarily local .
 .i Let M be an A-module. If f : M ª M is a multiplication bya
 .  .a g A, then f m 1 : M m B ª M m B and Hom B, f : Hom B, M ªa B a
 .  .Hom B, M are a multiplication by w a .
 .ii Assume that B is a finitely generated A-module. Let p be a prime
 .ideal of A and E Arp the injecti¨ e hull of Arp. ThenA
Hom B , E Arp ( E BrQ . .  . . [A A B
QlAsp
 .iii Let A and B be local with maximal ideals m and n , respecti¨ ely.
Ã ÃAssume that B is a finitely generated A-module. Let w : A ª B be theÃ
completion of w. Let I v be a minimal injecti¨ e resolution of a finitely
generated A-module M such that
m 0 mdv 0 k0 6 6 6H I s 0 E Arm ??? E Arm .  .  .m A A
k md kq 16 6E Arm ??? , .A
k  .where d s a . ThenÃi jk k
 0.w dm mv 0 k0 6 6 6H Hom B , I s 0 E Brn ??? E Brn .  .  . .n A B B
 k.w d mkq 16 6E Brn ??? , .B
 k .   ..where w d s w a .Ã Ãi jk k
 .Proof. i This follows from the definitions of the B-module struc-
 .  .tures of M m B and Hom B, M : for b g B,  m m x g M m B, andA i i A
 .   ..  .  . .  .f g Hom B, M , b  m m x [  m m bx and bf x [ f bx .A i i i i
 .   ..  wii Since Hom B, E Arp is an injective B-module see Rot,A A
x . Theorem 3.26 , for example , it suffices to determine Hom BrQ,B
  ... Hom B, E Arp for each prime ideal Q of B. Let f g Hom B,A A A
 ..E Arp be an element that is killed by Q. Then Q : Ker f by theA
  ..definition of the B-module structure of Hom B, E Arp . SinceA A
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 .  .BrKer f : E Arp and p is the only associate prime of E Arp ,A A
  ..Q l A : p. On the other hand, if q s Q l A, then Hom B, E ArpA A
   .. .m B ( Hom B, E Arp m A m B s 0 unless p : q s Q lB Q A A A q A Qq
 .A. Hence for some r Q G 0
 .r QHom B , E Arp ( E BrQ . .  . . [A A B
QlAsp
 .To complete the proof we need to show that r Q s 1 for all Q such
that Q l A s p. Since B is a finitely generated A-module, we may local-
  ..ize at p to assume that p s m. Since Hom BrQ, E Arm :A A
  ..  .Hom B, E Arm , r Q G 1 for each maximal ideal Q of B. AsA A
  ..before if f g Hom B, E Arm is killed by Q , then Q : Ker f. SinceA A
 .   . .   . . .xf b s f w x b s w x f b s 0 for all x g m and b g B, Im f s
 .    ...Arm : E Arm . Hence Hom BrQ , Hom B, E Arm :A B A A
 .Hom BrQ, Arm . Since BrQ is a finite field extension of Arm,A r m
 .  . tHom BrQ, Arm ( Arm for some t. Comparing the vector spaceA r m
 .dimensions over Arm, we conclude Hom BrQ, Arm ( BrQ andA r m
 .hence r Q s 1 for all Q.
 .  .  .iii This follows from i and ii .
 . w
n
Notation. If w is a ring endomorphism of A, m , we denote by A the
ring A viewed as an A-algebra via w n.
We now extend the results of Herzog and Kunz see Corollary 2.8
.below to the rings with Frobenius-like endomorphisms.
 .PROPOSITION 2.6. Let A, m be a local ring with an endomorphism w
 . tsuch that w m : m for some t G 2. Let n be an integer such that
n  .t ) col A .
 .i Let N be a finitely generated A-module. If there is an integer l G 1
Aw
n
.such that Tor A, N s 0 for all i ) l, then the projecti¨ e dimension of Ni
is finite.
 . w Aw .ii If the flat dimension q of A o¨er A is finite, i.e., Tor A, M s 0i
for A-module M and for all i ) q, then A is a regular local ring.
 . wiii Assume that A is a finitely generated A-module. Let T be a finitely
i w
n
.generated A-module. If there is an integer l G 1 such that Ext A, T s 0A
for all i G l, then the injecti¨ e dimension of T is finite.
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 .Proof. i Suppose that the projective dimension of N is infinite and
 . A w
n
.let F , d be a minimal free resolution of N. Since Tor N, A s 0 forv v i
all i ) l,
w ndn lq1w n n6 6 6lq 1 lF m A : ??? A A 0v .A iGl
is an infinite minimal resolution of Coker w
n
d . Since, by Proposi-lq1
 . w
n t n col A.tion 2.5 i , every entry of d belongs to m : m for all j G l,j
 .this contradicts Theorem 1.7 i . Hence the projective dimension of N is
finite.
 .ii It will suffice to show that every finitely generated A-module M
 .has a finite projective dimension. Let F , d be a minimal resolution ofv v
w  w .M. Since the flat dimension of A over A is q, F m A is a minimalv iG qA
w w n ww
ny 1
.resolution of Coker d . Repeating the argument using d s d ,qq1 i i
 w
n
. w
n
we get F m A is a minimal resolution of Coker d . Hencev A iG nq nqq1
A w
n
.Tor M, A s 0 for all i ) nq and the projective dimension of M isi
 .finite by i .
 .iii Passing to completion, if necessary, we may assume that A is
complete. Suppose that the injective dimension of T is infinite and let
 v v. i w
n
.I , d be a minimal injective resolution of T. Since Ext A, T s 0 forA
w
n
v. lall i G l, Hom A, I is an injective resolution of Ker d . SinceA iG l
j  .H M s 0 for all A-module M and for all j ) dim A,m
J v [ H 0 Hom w nA , I v : . . .m A iGlqdim A
m mlq dim A lqdim Aq16 6 60 E Arm E Arm ??? , .  .A A
is exact for all j ) l q dim A, where the maps are w
n
d j. Now
 v  ..Hom J , E Arm is a minimal free complex such that the entries ofA A
t n col A.  .the differential maps all belong to m : m by Proposition 2.5 iii .
 .This contradicts Theorem 1.7 i , and the injective dimension of T is finite.
 . w
n
Remark 2.7. i One can also check that the flat dimension of A in
 . 0  w
n
v..ii is Fnq and H Hom A, I is exact for i 4 0 using spectralm A
sequence arguments.
 .ii Let N be a finitely generated A-module of finite projective
 .dimension. If w preserves regular sequences, i.e., w x is a regular se-
Aw
n
.quence whenever x s x , . . . , x is, then Tor A, N s 0 for all n, i G 11 s i
w xby the Buchsbaum]Eisenbud criterion BE for exactness of finite free
w xcomplexes. The argument given in PS for the Frobenius map may not
apply directly because w may not localize at some primes.
 .iii Let T be a finitely generated A-module of finite injective
dimension. If wA is a finitely generated A-module and if depth w
n
A s
  .. i w
n
.depth A, e.g., Rad w m s m , then Ext A, T s 0 for all n G 1 andA
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w x w xi G 1, as was pointed out in He , by the formula PS, Theorem 4.15 :
depth w
n
A q sup i : Ext i w
n
A , T / 0 s depth A. . 4A
 .COROLLARY 2.8. Let A, m be a Noetherian local ring of prime charac-
teristic p ) 0. Let f denote the Frobenius endomorphism of A.
 .  w x .i See He . For a finitely generated A-module N, the projecti¨ e
A f
n
.dimension of N is finite if and only if Tor N, A s 0 for all i ) 0 and fori
infinitely many n.
 .  w x .ii See Ku . A is a regular local ring if and only if f is flat.
 .  w x . fiii See He . Assume that A is a finitely generated A-module. For a
finitely generated A-module T , the injecti¨ e dimension of T is finite if and only
i f
n
.if Ext A, T s 0 for all i ) 0 and for infinitely many n.A
 .Proof. The necessity of ii is clear because the completion of A is a
power series ring over a field. The rest follow from Proposition 2.6 and
 .  .Remark 2.7 ii and iii .
Our last situation deals with the depth-sensitivity and rigidity of the
Koszul complex. Let A be a Noetherian ring and let x s x , . . . , x be a1 n
 .set of elements generating a proper ideal I. Let H x; M denote the ithi
 .homology of the Koszul complex K x; M . We recall that the depth-sensi-v
tivity and the rigidity of the Koszul complex says that if M is a finitely
generated A-module such that IM / M, then
s 0 for n y depth M - i F nIH x; M ) .  .i  / 0 for 0 F i F n y depth M .I
w xLet R s Z X , . . . , X be a polynomial ring over the ring Z of integers.1 n
We view A as an R-algebra via the map X ª x . Let X s X , . . . , X .i i 1 n
 .  .  .Since K X ; R is a free resolution of Rr X , H x; M (v i
R  . .  . R  . .Tor Rr X , M . Since K X ; R is self-dual, Tor Rr X , M (vi i
ny i  . .  .Ext Rr X , M . Hence we can check ) above by induction afterR
establishing the following three steps:
 . i   t. .i If depth M s 0, then for some t 4 0, Ext Rr X , M / 0I R
for all 0 F i F n.
 . i   . .ii If depth M s 0, then Ext Rr X , M / 0 for all 0 F i F n.I R
 . i   . . iy1  .iii If X is M-regular, then Ext Rr X , M ( Ext Rr X ,1 R R
.M , where R s RrX R and M s MrX M.1 1
 .  .  .To check i we apply Proposition 1.2 ii with t G s M to get
i   t. .Ext Rr X , M / 0 for all 0 F i F n. Since X is a regular sequence,R
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 t.  .Rr X has a filtration each of whose factors is isomorphic to Rr X .
 .  .Thus ii follows from i and an induction on the length of the filtration by
 .the long exact sequence of Ext. Part iii is a well known isomorphism of
w xRees Ka, Ex. 2, p. 155 which can be checked either by change of rings
spectral sequence or by the fact that if I v is an injective resolution of M
v .over R, then Hom R, I is an injective resolution of M over R.R G1
We may thus regard the depth-sensitivity and rigidity properties of
i   . .Koszul complex as those of Ext Rr X , M . Since the depth-sensitivityR
i   . .of Ext Rr X , M is well understood, the rigidity is the only interestingR
part.
 .We now assume that A, m is a Noetherian local ring of dimension n,
and x s x , . . . , x is a system of parameters. Let M be a finitely gener-1 n
ated A-module of depth 0. Assume that the Canonical Element Conjec-
ture holds for A, e.g., A contains a field. Since the Koszul complex
 .  . K x; A is a splitting subcomplex of the minimal resultion of Ar x seev
.  .  .Fact in the Appendix , Proposition 1.2 ii implies that if t G s M , then
i   t. . t t t Ext Ar x , M / 0 for all 0 F i F n, where x s x , . . . , x . We pointA 1 n
.  .out that same reasoning doesn't work for Tor. Hence i above holds for
i   t. .  .Ext Ar x , M . The argument given for ii above is no longer valid asA
 t.  .Ar x may not have a filtbration by Ar x . However, we have
i  .  t.Ext Arm, M / 0 for all 0 F i F n because Ar x does have a filtra-A
tion by Arm. This is another way to see why the Canonical Element
n .Conjecture implies the Bass Conjecture because Ext Arm, M / 0A
means that the injective dimension of M is at least n s dim A. We raise
the following question:
QUESTION. Let M be a finitely generated module o¨er a Noetherian local
 . i   . .ring A, m . For a system of parameters x s x , . . . , x , is Ext Ar x , M1 n A
/ 0 for all depth M F i F n?
w xWe point out that the following result of P. Roberts Rob and R.1
w xFossum, H.-B. Foxby, P. Griffith, and I. Reiten FFGR may be regarded
i  .as a rigidity statement of Ext Arm, y : If M is a finitely generatedA
 . i  .module over a Noetherian local ring A, m , then Ext Arm, M / 0 forA
all depth M F i F inj dim M.
 .We close this section with remarks about the graded case. Let A, m be
a generalized local ring. The statements in Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 2.3
deal only with projective resolutions, and they can easily be modified to
the graded cases. To modify the results concerning an endomorphism w,
  ..  .we need to assume that deg w x s t deg x for all homogeneous ele-
ments x. Let A9 denote the ring A with a grading AX s A and AX s 0t n n q
if q is not a multiple of n. Then the map w : AX ª A is degree preserving,
and all the statements in Propositions 2.5, 2.6, and Corollary 2.8 are valid
in the graded cases with suitable modifications. The discussion on the
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rigidity property of Ext also carries over to the graded case because the
statement of the Canonical Element Conjecture can easily be modified to
the graded case.
APPENDIX
We recall the Canonical Element Conjecture due to Hochster:
Canonical Element Conjecture. Let x s x , . . . , x be any system of1 n
 .parameters of a Noetherian local ring A, m of dimension n. Let f be av
 .map of complexes from the Koszul complex K x; A to a free resolutionv
F of the residue field Arm lifting the identity map in degree 0. Thenv
f / 0.n
w xIt is known Ho that this conjecture holds for rings containing a field3
and also in dimension F2, and implies most of the consequences of the
existence of the Big Cohen]Macaulay module. We refer the reader to
w x  w xHo for details. Also see D ]D for recent developments on this3 2 4
. w xconjecture. In Rob P. Roberts provided the following equivalent form2
 w xof the Canonical Element Conjecture. Also see HK for a shorter proof1
.suggested by the referee of the paper.
w x  .THEOREM Rob . Let A, m be a local ring of dimension n. The2
following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i The Canonical Element Conjecture holds for A, m .
 .  .ii Let x s x , . . . , x be any system of parameters. Let J , d be av v1 n
 .free resolution of Ar x . Let l be a map of complexes from the Koszulv
 .  .complex K x; A to J which lifts the identity map on Ar x . Then l splits.v v n
 .  .P. Roberts also pointed out that ii implies hence is equivalent to the
following stronger statement. We include a proof due to a lack of suitable
references.
 .  .FACT P. Roberts . Let A, m be a local ring of dimension n. Let
 .x s x , . . . , x be a system of parameters. Let J , d be a free complex suchv v1 n
 .  .   . .  .that H J ( Ar x . Let K n , d denote the Koszul complex K x; A .v v v v0
  . .Let l be a map of complexes from K n , d to J which lifts the identityv v v v
 .map on Ar x . Suppose that the Canonical Element Conjecture holds for all
local rings of dimension Fq. Then l splits for all 0 F i F q, i.e., we mayi
X d 0i .  .assume that J s K n [ J and d s .a bi i i i i i
 .Proof of Theorem ii implies Fact. We use induction on l G 1 to show
that l splits for all l G 1. Assume that l G 2 as the case l s 1 is trivial.l
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Suppose that the map l does not split. Then there is an elementl
l n  .  .  .y s  u e g H A s K n such that y f m K n and l y g m J . WeI I l l l l
  .  ..may assume that u s 1. Let K l , d l denote the Koszul complexv v12 ? ? ? l
 .  .  .  .K x , . . . , x ; A . Since K n ( K l m K x , . . . , x ; A , we may writev v v v1 l lq1 n
 .  .  4K n s K l [ F , where F s [ Ae n ??? n e : j ) l , and d si i i i j j i ii i
d l 0 .i ..M Ni i
 .We note here that the entries of M are in the ideal x , . . . , x . Byi lq1 n
induction hypothesis we may assume that for each 0 F i F l y 1, J si
 .K l [ F [ G , andi i i
d l 0 0 .i
M N 0d s .i ii  0B C Di i i
Let U denote the row vector with entries u , I / 12 ??? l. We now computeI
the image of y under d ( l :l l
< w x w xd ( l y s l (d y s 1 U d ? l .  .  .  .  .l l ly1 l l ly1
< < < <s d l 0 0 q UM UN 0 . .  . .l l l
Hence
< <d ( l y s d ( l e n ??? n e q UM UN 0 . ) .  .  .  .  . .l l l l 1 l l l
 .Let A [ Ar x , . . . , x . Since the M 's have entries in the ideallq1 n i
 .  .x , . . . , x for all i, F m A is a subcomplex of J m A. We thusv vlq1 n 0 F i- l
 .get a map of complexes from K l m A to the quotient complex of J m Av v
 .  .lifting the identity map on Ar x , . . . , x . By ) , we may modfy the lth1 l
 .map so that the image of e n ??? n e s image of l y . This is a1 l l
 .contradiction because l y g m J .l l
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